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Abstract

Person re-identification is an important problem of matching persons across non-overlapping camera views. However, the re-identification is still far from achieving reliable matching. First, many existing approaches are whole-body-based matching, and how body parts could affect and assist the matching is still not clearly known. Second, the learned similarity measurement/metric is equally used for each pair of probe and gallery images, and the bias of the measurement is not considered. In this paper, we address the above two problems in order to conduct a more reliable matching. More specifically, we propose a reliable integrated matching scheme (IMS), which uses body parts to assist matching of the whole body. Moreover, a sparsity-based confidence is also presented for regulating the learned metric to improve the matching reliability. The experiments conducted on three publicly available datasets confirm that the proposed scheme is effective for person re-identification.

1. Introduction

Person re-identification has been seen a lot of developments in recent years. To address the re-identification problem of finding the correct matching (the same person/class) for an unknown probe person image among a large number of gallery images captured from different camera views, many existing approaches use images of the whole body to match. These methods exploit either cross-view invariant features [4, 5, 21, 3, 13, 7, 9, 28, 24] or cross-view robust metrics [17, 6, 15, 30, 19, 16, 11, 10, 25, 14, 12].

For these practices, an intuitive doubt is that – is using whole body always reliable for matching in person re-identification? In a surveillance system, the inter-class variation of persons varies drastically and there are often severe overlaps between classes in a feature space due to similar appearance (e.g. clothing) of different people. In Fig. 1(a), it is clear that one body part with a highlighted red dotted box (e.g. upper-/lower-/left-/right- body) certainly has more discriminative information than the whole body for distinguishing different persons. Meanwhile, the intra-class variation can also be large, caused by large and unpredictable condition changes. From Fig. 1(b), we can observe that one body part with a highlighted green dotted box is also more effective than the whole body for matching persons. Therefore, we believe that some body parts sometimes are more reliable than whole body.

Another doubt is that – is the learned metric which is used equally for all the probe images after training always reliable for matching in person re-identification? In an uncontrolled environment, different persons/classes have different large visual appearance changes. This may lead to an overfitting problem during training process. An illustration of person re-identification using a distance metric learned by LFDA [16] is shown in Fig. 2. Since the metric treats

![Figure 1: Illustration of person images in a surveillance system. (a) shows the obvious discriminative body parts with red dotted boxes between images of different persons, and (b) shows the obvious similar body parts with green dotted boxes between images of the same person.](image_url)
all matches between probe image and each gallery image equally, the correct matching in gallery is not the top 1 rank for the probe person, even though the visual appearance of them are similar. This shows that the similarity measurement sometimes is not reliable, and therefore one needs to take the confidence of the similarity measurement during the matching.

In this work, we investigate how to conduct a more reliable matching in person re-identification. Firstly, rather than only utilizing the whole body to match, we propose exploiting body parts to assist the whole body to re-identify a probe image. Secondly, for each pair of probe image and gallery image, we compute the confidence of each pair to match in order to reduce the bias of the similarity measurement learned from training data. For this purpose, a sparsity-based confidence is introduced to regulate the metric. Finally, we apply the two reliable matching strategies to re-identification and propose an integrated matching scheme (IMS). This scheme consists of two components: whole body matching and body part matching, and each component uses the confidence to improve the reliability.

Several existing re-identification methods also consider using body parts. The pictorial model is a typical part-body-based model for part-to-part matching in person re-identification [2]. Zhao et al. also utilize body parts to match by salience learning [27, 26]. However, these models only rely on body parts for re-identification, and they neglect the effect of whole body in matching.

Extensive experiments are conducted on three person re-identification datasets, including VIPeR [5], i-LIDS [20, 29] and 3DPES [1]. The results demonstrate that the proposed scheme is much more effective for re-identification.

2. Proposed Scheme

2.1. Body Parts Assist Whole Body to Match

The problem of person re-identification is that a probe person image is required to be matched with gallery person images. To address this problem, we first consider utilizing body parts to enhance re-identification. The basic idea is that, some body parts may contain discriminative details for each individual, which are more reliable than the whole body to match. For each unknown probe person image, it is both costly and difficult to search the discriminative body parts precisely. Therefore, these body parts are selected by an overall evaluation in this paper (see details in Sec. 3.3).

One is able to use the body parts to assist the whole body to determine the identity of an unknown person. The effectiveness of the body parts is demonstrated in our experiments. The combination of the discriminative body parts and whole body achieves higher matching rate than using body parts and whole body separately, for details please see Sec.3.5. The discriminative body parts are less affected by various changes including person-specific and environment-specific changes, but they contain less information than the whole body. In contrast, using the whole body enforces spatial layout consistency, but it suffers greatly from un-controlled condition. Therefore, they are complementary to each other, and the fusion of them is effective for matching.

2.2. Confidence Regulates Metric to Match

In person re-identification, different persons have different large visual appearance changes. This may lead to an overfitting problem during the training process, and thus the learned metric sometimes is not reliable for re-identification. In this section, for a probe image (no matter using whole body or body parts), we consider that each person/class in gallery should have a confidence to estimate the probability that how likely the probe image belongs to this class. So the confidence can be used to regulate the metric in order to make it more reliable. Wright et al. [23] show that representing a probe image by a sparse linear combination of gallery images is very effective for classification. In this paper, we propose to apply this method to compute the confidence.

Firstly, we construct the gallery person dictionary. For each gallery image, the generic features are extracted (see Sec.3.2 for details). Suppose \( k_c \) person images, say, \( g_{c1}, g_{c2}, \ldots, g_{ck_c} \), are obtained for class \( c \) in the gallery \( (c = 1, 2, \cdots, C) \). Then corresponding \( k_c \) feature vectors are denoted by \( x_{g1}, x_{g2}, \cdots, x_{g_{ck_c}} \), where each feature vector has the same dimensionality (assume \( M \)). Let \( D_c = [x_{g1}, x_{g2}, \cdots, x_{g_{ck_c}}] \). So the gallery person dictionary for all the \( C \) classes is built as

\[
D = [D_1, D_2, \cdots, D_C].
\] (1)

Obviously, \( D \) has a total of \( K = \sum_{c=1}^{C} k_c \) images, resulting in an \( M \times K \) dictionary.

Then, given a feature vector \( x_p \) of a probe person image \( p \), the sparse coding problem is formulated as the following \( L_1 \)-minimization problem

\[
\hat{\alpha} = \arg\min_{\alpha} \|\alpha\|_1, \quad s.t. \ x_p = D\alpha,
\] (2)
where $\alpha \in R^K$ is the sparse coefficient vector, $\|\cdot\|_1$ denotes the $L_1$-norm of a vector. Numerous efficient fast $L_1$-minimization algorithms can be used to solve Eq.(2). In this paper, we employ the feature-sign search algorithm [8] to obtain the sparse coefficient vector $\alpha$.

Finally, for the probe image $p$, the reconstruction residual of $c$-th class in the gallery is computed as follows

$$r_{p,c} = \|x_p - D_c \delta_c(\hat{\alpha})\|_2, \ c = 1, 2, \cdots, C,$$

where $\delta_c$ is a function that selects the coefficients associated with the $c$-th class. We define the confidence by a Gaussian-shaped kernel $G_\sigma(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma} exp(-\frac{x^2}{2\sigma^2})$, where $\sigma$ is a bandwidth parameter. Specifically, for the probe image $p$, the confidence of a gallery image $g_c$ of $c$-th class is computed as

$$s_{p,c} = G_\sigma(r_{p,c}), \ c = 1, 2, \cdots, C.$$  \hfill (4)

We call $s_{p,c}$ as the sparsity-based confidence. A higher sparsity-based confidence means a higher similarity (a smaller distance). Therefore, we wish to obtain a reliable distance metric such that it is negatively correlated to the confidence. Given a feature vector $x_{g_c}$ of the gallery image $g_c$ of the $c$-th class, suppose a distance metric is denoted as $dist(x_p, x_{g_c})$ between the probe image $p$ and the gallery image $g_c$, then the corresponding new and reliable distance is computed as $\frac{\beta dist(x_p, x_{g_c})}{s_{p,c}} + (1 - \beta) dist(x_b, x_{g_c})$, $c = 1, 2, \cdots, C$.

$$dist_F(\{\{x_p^w, x_p^b\}, \{x_{g_u}, x_{g_v}\}\}) = \beta \frac{dist(x_p^w, x_p^b)}{s_{p,c}} + (1 - \beta) \frac{dist(x_b^w, x_b^b)}{s_{p,c}}, \ c = 1, 2, \cdots, C,$$ \hfill (5)

where $dist_F(\{\{x_p^w, x_p^b\}, \{x_{g_u}, x_{g_v}\}\})$ is the fusion distance between the probe image $p$ and the gallery image $g_c$, and $\beta$ is a parameter for regulating the effect of two components.

In our experiments, we denote the above scheme as IMS (integrated matching scheme) for convenience.

### 3. Experiments

#### 3.1. Datasets and Settings

**Datasets.** Three publicly available person re-identification datasets, VIPeR [5], i-LIDS [20, 29] and 3DPES [1] were used for evaluation. The VIPeR dataset is composed of 1264 images of 632 individuals, with 2 images per individual. View angle change was the most significant cause of appearance change (see Fig. 4(a)). In the i-LIDS dataset, which was captured indoor in a busy airport arrival hall, there are 119 people with total 476 images captured by multiple non-overlapping cameras. The images have fair amount of occlusion caused by people and luggage (see Fig. 4(b)). The 3DPES dataset includes 1011 images of 192 individuals captured from 8 outdoor cameras with significantly different viewpoints. All the images were collected during various times of the day, resulting in strong variations of lighting conditions (see Fig. 4(c)).

**Settings.** In our experiments, all datasets were randomly divided into training set and testing set by half so that there are 316, 60 and 96 individuals in the testing set of VIPeR, i-LIDS and 3DPES respectively. Each testing set was composed of a gallery set and a probe set. Following the most popular testing protocol [30], the gallery set consisted of one image for each person, and the remaining images were used as the probe set. This procedure was repeated 10 times.

**Evaluation.** To evaluate our scheme, we first focused on a representative distance metric in IMS. The metric was defined by local Fisher discriminant analysis (LFDA) [18] which has been proven to be useful for re-identification.
3.3. Selecting Discriminative Body Part

For each unknown probe person image, it is still hard to search the most discriminative body part precisely. Therefore, we investigate the overall re-identification performance using four representative body parts, including upper-/lower-/left-/right- body. Specifically, LFDA model is applied to match on the VIPeR, i-LIDS, and 3DPES datasets, and AUC (area under CMC curve \(r < 20\)) is utilized to measure the performance. The overall results are presented in Fig. 5. It is clear that the upper-body is superior to other body parts on all three datasets. Based on this fact, we focus on seeing how the upper-body of each person assist the whole body matching and enhance re-identification in our following experiments.

3.4. Evaluation of the Proposed Scheme

Firstly, we compare IMS-LFDA with LFDA [16]. As shown in Fig. 6 and Table 1, IMS-LFDA outperforms LFDA notably on all three datasets. The advantage is particularly significant on the more challenging VIPeR and i-LIDS datasets. For instance, on i-LIDS dataset, IMS-LFDA achieves about 10% improvement over LFDA at rank-1. Then we compare IMS-LFDA against several typical re-identification methods, including LMNN [22], KISSME [19], L1-norm and RDC [30]. Our results (Fig. 6 and Table 1) show clearly that IMS-LFDA obtains better matching significantly over these methods. More specifically, on VIPeR dataset, the rank-1 matching rate is 26.27% for IMS-LFDA, whilst 11.20% for LMNN, 21.55% for KISSME, 9.62% for L1-norm, and 17.78% for RDC. The SDC model [27] which only uses body parts to match was also adopted for comparison. One can observe that our model always outperforms SDC. Finally, SRC [23] is applied for matching. It is evident that our model still yields overall better performance than SRC. These results highlight the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.

3.5. Further Evaluations

In this section, we further evaluate the proposed IMS in the following four aspects.

Contributions of Individual Components in IMS. Our scheme consists of two matching components, i.e., whole body matching and body part matching. In our experiments, the two components in IMS-LFDA model are denoted as IMS-LFDA\(_{whole}\) and IMS-LFDA\(_{part}\), respectively. In Table 2, we evaluate the two components on how they contribute to the full scheme. The results show that the best performance is achieved when the two components are combined. This suggests the body part could help the whole body to re-identify a probe person. The body part matching is less affected than the whole body matching by various changes including person-specific and environment-specific
algorithmic changes, but the body part contains less spatial layout information than the whole body. So they are complementary to each other and fusion of them is reliable and effective.

**Effects of the Proposed Confidence in IMS.** The sparsity-based confidence is proposed for regulating the learned distance metric between two person images to match. In Table 2, IMS-LFDA\(_{w/o}\) denotes IMS-LFDA without using the confidence. Compared to LFDA (see Table 1), IMS-LFDA\(_{w/o}\) still has more accurate matching. This suggests that the body part matching is helpful for re-identification. Furthermore, it is also evident that IMS-LFDA consistently outperforms IMS-LFDA\(_{w/o}\). The advantage of the confidence is validated by this experimental result.

**Is IMS Useful for Other Metrics?** The proposed IMS uses the metric learned by LFDA to re-identify in all previous experiments. One may ask whether the IMS can be useful for other metrics. To answer this question, we introduce two other metrics to IMS, which are defined by L1-norm and RDC, respectively. We call the two models as IMS-L1-norm and IMS-RDC. We performed experiments on the three datasets and the results are reported in Table 3. It shows that IMS-L1-norm and IMS-RDC also give a notable improvement over L1-norm and RDC, respectively. This demonstrates the wide application of our scheme.

**Influence of Parameter.** In our experiments, we implement our scheme by selecting optimal parameter \(\beta\) (see Eq.5) in the range of [0,1]. In this section, we vary the parameter \(\beta\) to evaluate IMS. Specifically, we show results of IMS-LFDA as an example here. The AUC (\(r \leq 20\)) of different \(\beta\) on three datasets are plotted in Fig. 7. It can be seen that when \(\beta\) is around 0.7 and 0.4 for VIPeR and other datasets, respectively, IMS-LFDA achieves the best performance. Since more variations including person-specific and environment-specific changes exist on i-LIDS and 3DPES, the body part matching is more useful (smaller optimal \(\beta\)) on the two datasets than that on the VIPeR.

### 4. Conclusion

In this work, we have proposed two strategies to make matching in person re-identification more reliable. Based on these two strategies, we propose an integrated matching scheme for re-identification. This scheme utilizes body parts to assist whole body to match, and a sparsity-based confidence is introduced to our scheme to regulate the learned metric. Extensive experiments are conducted to evaluate the proposed scheme on three different person re-identification datasets. The results show clearly that our scheme is very effective for person re-identification.
Table 2: Evaluation on VIPeR, i-LIDS, and 3DPES using LFDA in our scheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>VIPeR</th>
<th>i-LIDS</th>
<th>3DPES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r = 1</td>
<td>r = 5</td>
<td>r = 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMS-LFDA</td>
<td>12.18</td>
<td>28.26</td>
<td>58.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1-norm</td>
<td>9.62</td>
<td>24.56</td>
<td>45.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMS-RDC</td>
<td>20.32</td>
<td>42.63</td>
<td>55.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDC</td>
<td>17.78</td>
<td>46.66</td>
<td>52.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Evaluation on VIPeR, i-LIDS, and 3DPES using L1-norm and RDC in our scheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>VIPeR</th>
<th>i-LIDS</th>
<th>3DPES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r = 1</td>
<td>r = 5</td>
<td>r = 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMS-L1-norm</td>
<td>26.27</td>
<td>59.95</td>
<td>69.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMS-RDC</td>
<td>23.61</td>
<td>52.58</td>
<td>67.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMS-L1-norm</td>
<td>14.43</td>
<td>37.88</td>
<td>51.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMS-RDC</td>
<td>23.92</td>
<td>52.88</td>
<td>66.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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